Tenth Trail Work Day Completed
By Larry Gomes, Trail Master
Milan Trail Huggers
October 24, 2021
A total of four volunteers came for our tenth trail work day of the season on the Bell Hill
Connector Trail which was held on a Sunday.
Volunteers included Nash Shafer, Gary Lonergan, Mike Dowling and Larry Gomes.
The primary goal of the work day was to clean up the materials in the wetland next to the
boardwalk bridge. The secondary goal was to weld up supports around the cement retaining
blocks to keep them from moving.
As one of the first steps in building the boardwalk bridge, a temporary boardwalk was
constructed across the wetland area. This boardwalk was used to transport materials across
the wetland without damaging the wetland. It was also used to support the mini-excavator
that was used to install the helical piles for the boardwalk bridge.
Now that the job is done, we needed to take apart the temporary boardwalk and remove the
supporting logs that were used to hold it up during construction.
Gary, Mike and Larry worked on the removal of materials while Nash welded steel surrounding
the cement blocks to keep it from moving.
The entire job took about four hours and we send out our sincere thanks to these volunteers
for their help on Sunday. We also want to thank the White Mt. Ridge Runners snowmobile club
in Berlin for the use of their portable welder on this project. Here are some pictures taken
during the work day:

Nash Schafer welds angle iron on the top of the cement retaining blocks. The angle iron ties
together steel rods that were pounded in on either side of the blocks to keep them in place.

Gary loads Lonergan loads logs in the back of his UTV that were thrown up on the bridge by
crew members working in the wetland below. Gary took these logs to the end of the bridge
and dumped them in the woods away from the wetland area.

Mike Dowling carries out boards from the temporary boardwalk out of the wetland.

Mike Dowling loads boards onto Larry’s trailer for transport out of the woods.

As a result of the crews work, the wetland was returned to it’s natural state and the cement
blocks are being held securely in place by a welded steel cage.

